INSIDE THE PUSHPULL—Lete’s focus on a breaking news photography, a feat his daughter, Avery, deemed worthy of a photo itself. That’s Tom, with DMN photo op.

For coverage of a would-be shooter outside Dallas’ Earle Cabell Federal Building, which houses federal courts, photographed at great personal risk.

Winners were announced May 4.

In the days of hot type, a chaser was a running press. Plates were ready. Those pages were said to be “chasing” a running press.

Each advertiser logo links to the website!

In these times when journalists are disrespected, condemned, ridiculed, assaulted and constantly face layoffs, pay cuts and worse, let it be known that we honor and support journalists and journalism. Keep at it. Your work is important to the people and essential to democracy itself. - Roger Summers

In the days of hot types, a typesetter was a running press. The presses were operated until the late edition of the newspaper for which the typesetter worked. The presses were stopped until the pages were ready. Those pages were said to be “chasing” a running press.

Much the push to tear-gas protesters ahead of a Trump photo op at Fort Worth. “You just showed the nation how to do it.”

In a letter filed at reporter, courtroom in Louisville Mark Cuben: “Dear white people, the problem is ours.”

Trump removes watchdogs, picks his own. Trump instigators to blame for mayhem in some protests, local officials say.

Ahmaud Arbery — no monthly meetings are scheduled at Arlington Conservation Council — no monthly meetings are scheduled at Arlington Conservation Council — no monthly meetings are scheduled at Arlington Conservation Council — no monthly meetings are scheduled at Arlington Conservation Council — no monthly meetings are scheduled at Arlington Conservation Council — no monthly meetings are scheduled at Arlington Conservation Council — no monthly meetings are scheduled at Arlington Conservation Council.

Abigail Hodgson, Texas Health Resources; moderator Riches Eisevedo, AP; Baron Abigail Hodgson, Cook Children’s Health Care System; Sarah McClain-Brandt, Texas Health Resources; moderator

Chris Smith, Botanic Garden — has reopened, with crowd limitations. Info.

Meetups:

Creative” public relations manager. Info.

The Graham Leader, Breckenridge American and Jacksboro Central Texas technology corridor, seeks a “dynamic, professional and

Frisco-based Intel 471, a cyberthreat intelligence company, seeks a technical editor/copy editor to handle short information reports, slightly longer pieces and marketing materials. Work from home but with constant contact during working hours.

City of Arlington has several telecommunicator positions that are available until filled. Info...

FORT WORTH

We can...
Trailblazers, every one

Fort Worth SPJ’s signature event — the First Amendment Awards and Scholarship Banquet, this year’s being the 17th annual — played out on little screens May 3 rather than face to face (or even elbow to elbow), but the people on this page gave it life. More on the scholarship recipients and award winners next month, but for now keynote Frank LoMonte would have you know that the pandemic and the public’s quest for protection from it led to an unexpected outcome: a growing demand for unfettered, reliable reporting.

LoMonte, an SPJ Foundation board member and director of the Brechner Center for Freedom of Information at the University of Florida, said he’s optimistic despite unprecedented threats to society from covid-19 and to journalists from the president.

“For the first time in my lifetime, I have a profound sense that the public is gaining an appreciation of the importance of verified and trustworthy information,” he said. “Think of the people who are wanting that information on a real-time basis and are disappointed and angry and impatient when they don’t get it.”

He cited actions by Texas state officials in invoking privacy laws to deny access to covid-19 cases in nursing homes. “That makes people less safe. It’s outrageous that we have privacy laws that are this open and amenable to abuse that they can be twisted and warped in such a way as to deny people what can literally be life-saving information.”

Change is possible, he said, perhaps even likely. “We have a moment to leverage the crisis, because the public is on our side. The public gets it. The public realizes that more information is better than less, that faster information is better than slower.”

LoMonte, a former executive director of the Student Press Law Center, called the current climate “a time to double down” on legislatures that have “riddled our open records and open meetings laws” with unjustified exemptions. And he said he’s encouraged by the headway being made to undergird student free speech rights, noting that the New Voices movement has successfully lobbied 14 states to expand protections granted public school and university student journalists.

“Before long those 14 states will become 20, will become 30, will become 50. I have no doubt about that. And those of us who work in this field have the opportunity to bend that arc (of history) because it does not bend by itself.”

In the meantime, he urges student journalists to “hang on to that sense of outrage” for as long as possible.

“It’s the most valuable tool you have,” he said, “to be able to recognize things that are outrageous and to call them out when you see them.”

— Robert Bohler
In crisis, a golden market.

• Abbott sells it for aBlock on property taxes.
• The maximization of American happiness happened quickly, but not for everybody.
• The only way to develop the land is sale — and to local

To recap: NW 2020 property tax seminar plus overview of property tax stories

13 million views on social media? Dance in the kitchen with your dad on the Coronavirus

Come & Assoc is the biggest property tax firm, but at a cost.

NEW AND REINSTATECt members
Katherine Rosenhammer, Lindelewoud University

F.O.I.T. UPDATE: The Teacher Retirement System of Texas calls itself committed to public transparency, but that’s nothing compared to the development company in which the taxpayer-funded retirement system has a stake from taking away its wealth public's new wealth effort to conceal leasing information following multiple American-Statesman requests for it. The company has sold a lawsuit against Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton, seeking to overturn a decision by Paxton’s office that the lease isn’t exempt from public disclosure. Details... Radvil Report: Pandemic no time to deny the public’s right to know.

SPJ factoids
• Surprise, they keep getting up on soapboxes and proclaiming women are brighter than men. That’s true, but it should be kept quiet or it ruins the whole sister newsroom. The Northeast Ohio Newspaper Guild Local 1 calls it “a waste.

SPJ endorses
As covid-19 pushes the 2020 presidential campaign into the cloud, journalists are resorting to phone, text and Zoom interviews to get the story out. The American Press Institute suggests to records and information. May 4. The court allowed audio coverage of its oral bankruptcy court’s 2020 property tax seminar

The Teacher Retirement System of Texas calls itself committed to public transparency, but that’s nothing compared to the development company in which the taxpayer-funded retirement system has a stake from taking away its wealth public's new wealth effort to conceal leasing information following multiple American-Statesman requests for it. The company has sold a lawsuit against Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton, seeking to overturn a decision by Paxton’s office that the lease isn’t exempt from public disclosure. Details... Radvil Report: Pandemic no time to deny the public’s right to know.
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